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1 Summary  
This report describes a very small piece of work undertaken at the Merry Maidens Stone Circle 
in October 2009, when a single stone which had been vandalised was straightened and 
stabilised. The work was undertaken as part of Historic Environment’s Conserving Cornwall’s 
Past Project.  

There was no significant archaeological intervention. Only de-turfing of the ground around 
the stone and the removal of a small amount of topsoil were needed to carry out the work. 
However, this showed that to conform with the design of the circle, the stone had been set 
with its more pointed end in the ground and a straight edge uppermost – a factor which may 
have contributed to its de-stabilisation.  

The Merry Maidens Stone Circle, located at SW 4327 2450, is a Scheduled Monument, 
Cornwall 43, and is number 28200 in Cornwall Council’s (CC’s) Historic Environment 
Record.  
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2 Introduction 
The Merry Maidens Stone Circle, located in the southern part of the parish of St Buryan (Figs 
1 and 2), is one of the best-known and most visited of Cornwall’s many stone circles.  

This report describes work undertaken in October 2009 to restore a stone which had 
apparently been pushed over slightly, leaving it leaning and unstable.  

The Merry Maidens Stone Circle, located at SW 4327 2450, is a Scheduled Monument, 
Cornwall 43, and is number 28200 in Cornwall Council’s (CC’s) Historic Environment 
Record. 

2.1  Summary description of the site 
The stone circle, which is 23.8 metres in diameter, consists of nineteen stones ranging in 
height from 0.5 to 1.4 metres. The stones are equally spaced; two appear to be missing, and 
three are considered by Barnatt to have been restored in the 19th century  (Barnatt 1980, 155). 
John Barnatt’s plan is included here, in Fig 6.  Notable features of the design of the 
monument are the exact layout of the stones in a true circle, the careful selection of the 
stones, which are mostly even-sized and flat-topped, presenting a flat face to the inside of the 
circle; the stones are graded in height so that the tallest are on the south-west and the shortest 
on the north-east.  

2.1.1 Amenity value 

Located in the West Penwith Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, the Merry Maidens is 
perhaps the most perfect and certainly the most accessible stone circle in Cornwall (Figs 4 and 
5). Being close to the B3315 road from Penzance to Land’s End, it attracts thousands of 
visitors a year.  

2.1.2 Assessment of the significance of the monument 

Even though stone circles are relatively common in this part of Cornwall, they are scarce 
nationally.  Barnatt (1980, 155) considers this to be one of the best preserved stone circles in 
Britain. Its importance is enhanced by the fact that it stands at the centre of a landscape which 
includes standing stones, cairns, holed stones, an entrance grave and one other circle now 
destroyed; an indication of which is seen on the OS map of 1907 (Fig 3).   

2.2 Condition of the monument 

With nineteen stones still standing and in a relatively stable setting, the monument is in overall 
good condition.  However, it has been subject to small incidents of vandalism and erosion in 
the past. In 1995 the Scheduled Monument Management project helped in restoring a stone 
which had been pushed over, apparently as a result of vandalism (Johns, Jones and Preston-
Jones 1996, 5-6),  and there have been a couple of known incidents when fragments of stone 
have been chipped from the orthostats.  There are occasional fires in the centre of the circle, 
and small offerings are left here (for a recent example found on this occasion, see Fig 8), and 
then periodically cleared away by members of the Cornwall Ancient Sites Protection Network 
(CASPN).  

This latest incident is simply one further example of the petty vandalism that occasionally 
affects the site 

2.3 Project background 
The latest vandalism at the Merry Maidens – the subject of this report - occurred in 2009. 

In July 2009, John Nash of CASPN reported that there had been an attempt to push over one 
of the stones in the circle. On following this up, the English Heritage (EH) Historic 
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Environment Field Advisor (HEFA) established that the damage affected one stone on the 
east side of the circle, immediately to the south of the east - west footpath through the site. 
According to Barnatt (1980, 156, fig 8.1; reproduced here in Fig 6), the stone affected was one 
which is in situ and has not been re-set. There being no other obvious cause, the damage was 
assumed to be the result of vandalism. 

As a result, the stone was left leaning in towards the centre of the circle at an angle of 
approximately 15 to 20 degrees.  Even though it is a large and heavy stone, the stone could be 
moved slightly. The turf had not lifted to front and back of the stone, but gaps could be seen 
at the sides and a wedging stone was visible in one of these gaps (Fig 7).  

According to the stone mason/Cornish hedger with whom the problem was discussed, the 
fact that the turf had not been disturbed at the back of the stone to leave a gap could suggest 
that some sort of void had given way at the foot of the stone.  Theoretically, this might have 
been the result of recent disturbance: for example, it is not impossible that a casket containing 
ashes could have been deposited here, and then rotted away, creating a void; but the 
possibility that some sort of prehistoric deposit had collapsed and been displaced as a result of 
the vandalism could not be ruled out.  

2.4 Project aims 
The main aim of the project was to stabilise and straighten the loose and leaning stone, in a 
way that minimised the risk of the stone fracturing and avoided any damage to potential 
below-ground deposits. 

2.4.1 Objectives of the work 

The objectives of the proposed work were to 

 Reduce the risk of damage to the circle from the stone falling over 

 To make the stone safe for visitors 

 To stabilise the stone with regard for the fact that it is not known to have been 
previously disturbed/re-set 

 To record any archaeological features revealed or disturbed in the process of 
restoration 

 

3 The conservation work 

3.1 The archaeological recording 
As the work had the potential for disturbance to archaeological deposits associated with the 
stone, which was not thought to have been previously disturbed, the preliminary excavation 
was undertaken by an archaeologist, who was also present to record the straightening up of 
the stone with photos and notes. 

3.1.1 Results of the recording 

Turf and topsoil were removed from the base of the stone at both front and back.  Some 
small finds, all of modern origin (coins, a feather, a small bottle – Fig 8), were found in the 
topsoil.  

Topsoil was removed to a depth of approximately 0.12 m.  Below this the ground was a 
similar yellow-brown shade to the topsoil, but highly compacted, and evidently undisturbed, at 
least in recent times. At this point it was concluded that it would be unwise to dig any further, 
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to avoid excessive disturbance in trying to find why the stone had moved and also to avoid de-
stabilising the stone further.  

At this point it was also noted that the stone was tapering and narrowing below ground level 
but that there was a substantial stone wedged under the north corner of the stone, presumably 
placed here to help support the upright (Fig 8). 

On its inside face, the bottom of the stone could be seen as it was being pulled upright.  It was 
found to be about 30cm or 12 inches under the ground. With one metre above ground, this 
makes the full height of the stone approximately 1.3 m. 

3.2 Restoration of the stone 
Taking account of the potential, if slight, risk of damage to archaeological deposits in the 
process of straightening the stone, the following methodology was originally proposed.  

 Cut all vegetation from around the base of the stone, to expose the ground more clearly. 

 Lift turf from the back of the stone (ie at the foot of the east side of the stone), in an 
area which is the full length of the stone,  and approximately 0.25 m back from it. 

 Excavate a hole at the back of the stone in the area from which turf has been lifted, to 
approximately 0.5 m deep. This was to be excavated by an archaeologist, who would 
try to establish why the stone had shifted and would record any features of interest.  

 Following excavation, the stone was to be pulled back upright using a tractor or digger.  

 The resulting hole at the front of the stone (ie inside the circle) was then to be back-
filled using spoil excavated from the back of the stone, well tamped into place.  

 Finally, the turf lifted from the back of the stone was to be replaced in the front.  

The work was not undertaken immediately after the damage had occurred, but was left for a 
couple of months, to avoid conflict between machinery and visitors during the summer tourist 
season. During that time, the stone was regularly monitored by John Nash of CASPN. The 
work was finally carried out on 5th October 2009, by local contractors Adrian Thomas and Pip 
Morse.  

In the event, the work proceeded as follows: 

 Preliminary excavation was undertaken by Ann Preston-Jones of Historic Environment. 

 As the ground at the foot of the stone was found to be very solid and undisturbed, and 
the reason for the damage related to the form of the stone which tapers to a roughly 
pointed shape below ground, rather than to the collapse of any below-ground features, 
it was concluded that it would be safe to simply pull the stone upright. This would have 
the advantage of not loosening the ground at the base of the stone and hence potentially 
adding to its instability.   

 Webbing strops were fastened around the stone and fixed to the front-loader of a 
tractor. 

 The stone was then pulled upright, cautiously and carefully. 

 The ground at the foot of the stone was back-filled and tamped back into place as 
solidly as possible. 

 Finally the turf was replaced, and the site left tidy. 

See Fig 9. 
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4 Discussion and recommendations 
As a result of the recording associated with the restoration of the stone, it was noted that in all 
probability the stone had been able to be moved because of its tapering shape and because it is 
not that deep in the ground; nonetheless it must have taken a considerable effort to push it by 
even the short distance that it had moved. The fact that it is tapering and not flat below 
ground level would have added to the instability arising from the damage; it is possible that the 
original socket for the stone may have been cut straight, rather than tapering to fit the stone, 
perhaps allowing looser silty deposits to accumulate around the base of the stone, but allowing 
the stone to pivot slightly in the ground once it was pushed.    

But why would the stone have been set with its tapering end in the ground, rather than the 
flatter top edge, which would have provided a far more stable base to set the stone on? The 
probable answer is that the stone was set with the straightest edge at the top because that is 
what fitted with the site’s symmetry and architecture. 
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Fig 1  Location of the Merry Maidens Stone Circle 
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Fig 2  Merry Maidens stone circle, OS Landline mapping 

 
Fig 3  Merry maidens Stone Circle, OS 1907 map 
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Fig 4  The Merry Maidens stone circle in 2009, from the west 

Fig 5  The Merry Maidens stone circle CC 2005 air photo 
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Fig 6  Plan of the Merry Maidens Stone Circle from John Barnatt, 1980, Prehistoric Cornwall: the 
Ceremonial monuments, Fig 8.1, 156. In this plan, stones which are original and in situ are shown in 
solid black. Stones which have been re-erected are cross-hatched.  
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Fig 7  The vandalised stone from the north (above) and south (below) 
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Fig 8  Preliminary examination at the base of the leaning stone 
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Fig 9  Restoration of the stone  

Above: fixing webbing 
strops around the stone 

 

 

Below: re-laying the turf 
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Fig 10  The restored stone 
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